INDEX OF NOTATION. -Symbols frequently used in the text are given below in order of appearance.
1.1. 3, n^ 1), n-, R, R^ B, p, W, £, s,, X., H,, a', P(R), Q(R). ( 1 ) Work supported by the C.N.R.S.
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A. JOSEPH
Introduction
1.1. Let g be a complex semisimple Lie algebra with triangular decomposition g = n 4 " © 1) © n~ ( [8] , 1.10.14). Let Ret)* denote the set of non-zero roots, R 4 ' <= R a system of positive roots, B c R' 1 ' a Z basis for R, p the half sum of the positive roots, W the Weyl group for the pair 9, t), S the subset of involutions of W, ^ the reflection corresponding to the root a. Fix a Chevalley base for 9, let X^ denote an element of weight a e R of this base, set H^ = [X^, X_J and o^ = 2 a/(oc, a). Let Q (R) [resp. P (R)] c: I)* denote the lattice of radicial (resp. integral) weights.
1.2. For each Noecherian C-algebra A, let J(A) (resp. Spec A, Prim A) denote the set of two-sided (resp. prime, primitive) ideals of A. For each C-Lie algebra a, let ad enote the set of classes of finite dimensional irreducible representations of a, U (a) the enveloping algebra of a, Z (a) the centre of U (a). For each C-vector space V, let S (V) denote the symmetric algebra over V and V* the dual of V.
1.3. The principal aim of this paper is the study of Prim U (9) . In this recall [3] , (3.2) that n : I \-> I n Z (g) is a surjection of Prim U (9) onto Max Z (g). For each ^ e t)*, set R^ = { a e R : Ck, oQ e Z }, R^ = R^ n R + , B,, c: R^ a Z basis for R^, W,, the subgroup of W generated by the s^: aeB^. Set 2^=2nW^ D^={weW: wR^'cR 4 -} and w^ the unique element of W^ taking B^ to -B^. Call X dominant if (K, oQ^N", for all a e R 4 ' and regular if Ck, a) 7^ 0, for all a e R. Let X denote the orbit of 'k under W* With b := n 4 " ® t), let E^ := C e^ denote the one-dimensional b module defined through X ^ == 0 : X e nDuflo's upper bound, namely card X^ ^ card 2^ ( [7] , II, 2) should be very nearly saturated, that is one should expect to have card X^ ^ ^/card W^. Let us see how such a bound might arise.
1. 4 . Let u i-^ ^ (resp. u\->u) denote the involutory antiautomorphism of U (9) defined by ^ = X_,, for all a e R and ^H = H, for all H e t) (resp. X = -X, for all X e 9). As noted by Duflo ([7] , I, Modules de Verma), one has:
LEMMA. -\ == !", for all K et)*. 1.5. Identity U : = U (9) ® U (9) canonically with U (9 © (Q. Define the embedding 7 : 9 -> 9 © 9 through j (X) = (X, -'X), for all X e 9 and set 1=7 (9) which is naturally isomorphic to 9. In this ^T identifies canonically with P (R)/W and we let F^ : v e P (R) denote the unique simple finite dimensional I module with extreme weight v. For each [i e t)*, let F^ (\i) denote the subspace of F^ spanned by vectors of weight [i. Given X net)*, consider (M(-^) ® M(-|i))* as a U module by transposition and let L()i, \i) denote the subspace spanned by all I finite elements (which is a U submodule). As noted in say [6] LEMMA. -For all K, \i e t)*, v e P (R)/W, one has mtp(v, L(X, \i)) = dimF^-^i).
In particular L (k, [i) = 0, unless ^-|ieP (R). Again if 'k-\i e v, then v occurs with multiplicity one in L (k, \i) and we denote this component by L° (^, \i). Let V (K, \i)
denote the unique simple quotient of UL° (^, n) admitting a I submodule of type v. These modules which are said to belong to the principal series have been systematically studied. The results are reviewed in [6] .
1.6. After Duflo ([7] , Prop. 7), one has:
PROPOSITION. -For all K, |iet)* :X-p,eP(R), there exist V eK, ^e\i such that AnnV(-H, -?i) = 1^ ®U(g)+U(9)®Iv. yĈ onsider the special case when ^ is regular and \i e X. Then \i == w K, for some w e Wâ nd through the isomorphisms of the V (-w ^, -^) ([6], 4.1), we can assume -K fixed and say dominant. It follows that if the (non-isomorphic) U modules V(-w)i, -^):weW^, have distinct annihilators, then (card X^) 2 = card W^. Unfortunately we shall see that the former assertion is generally false; yet it is obviously of interest to determine a precise formula for Ann V (-w K, -K). Our main result (Th. 5.2) shows that under the above hypotheses we can take p/ = u\ w 'k, ^ = w^ w~1 X (recall that the I«,^ : w' e W^ are not all distinct). For W^ simple of type A^ (Cartan notation) it is further shown (Sect. 6) that the Ann V (-w'k, -K) : we W^ , are pairwise distinct if and only if card X^ = card 5^. In this we recall that if X e P (R), then Borho and Jantzen ([3] , [4] ) have shown that the former equality holds up to n = 5. Perhaps the most interesting results are those of Section 4 which give remarkable sum and product formulae for the "almost minimal" primitive ideals which generalize [8] (7.8.12) and [7] (Prop. 12).
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A. JOSEPH 1.7. The proofs we give are entirely algebraic; but depend on results on complex Lie groups, so we have preferred to simply assume 9 defined over C. The use of the principal antiautomorphism U is not strictly necessary; but it seemed preferable to stick to the notational conventions of ( [5] , [6] , [7] ) where logically possible. I should like to thank M. Duflo for many discussions concerning these papers. Part of this work was done during a stay at the Sonderforschungsbereich, Bonn and I should like to thank W. Borho for a preview of his recent results with Jantzen concerning X^.
Two order relations on the Weyl group
2.1. For each X e 1)*, w e W^ set S^(w) = w-1^-nR^, ^(w) = cardS,, (M;), ^(w) = S^(w)nBR ecall that 4 (w) is just the least number of ways of writing w as a product of the generating reflections { ^ : a e B^ } and such a product is called a reduced decomposition for w. The group \\\ admits an order relation ^ defined as follows. Let w=5i52...5^, s,=s^ a,eBb e a reduced decomposition for w. Then w' ^ w iff we can write w' = s, s, ... s, , where 1 ^ i^ < ^ <... < ^ ^ n. It is easy to show that the expression for w' can be assumed reduced and then by [8] (7.7.4) , this is the same order relation as that defined in [8] 
2.2.
Recall that the map S^ : w^S^(w) of W^ into P(R^) is injective ( [10] , 3.9). The group W^ admits an order relation c, defined through w' c w iff S^ (w') c s^ (w). By say [10] (3.1), we have:
LEMMA. -Foreachwe^,aie^(w~l)onehass^w^w. Moreover {s^w: aeT^(w~1)} is the set of all maximal elements o/W^ strictly less than w (for s).
In particular w ^ w' implies w ^ w\ 2.3. Let a, P be distinct elements of B^ and suppose that (a, a) ^ (p, p). Then (a", P) = -k, with k = 0, 1, 2, or 3. One has 5aSp=5p5,: fe=0, S,5p^=5pS,5p:
For the appropriate k we call this a j^'r relation (for the pair a, P). Recall that W^ is generated by the involutions ^ : oc e B^ satisfying all possible pair relations.
LEMMA. 
(iv) L (^, n) A^ finite length as a U module^ its simple factors are amongst the V (^/, ji') : X,' e X, H' e | 1, rn^A V (X, n) occurring exactly once. 3.4. Let P denote the projection of U (9) onto U (t)) [which identifies with S (I))] defined by the decomposition U(g) = U(t)) © (n~ U(9)+U(9)n 4 '). For each Xet)*, define P, : U (9) ^ C, through P, (^ = (P (a), K-p). Given I e J (U (9)), set (^{Xel)*: P^p(a)=0, for all ael}.
Define a bilinear form on M(X) through <^p-p, ^a-p) = I\C^) (which we recall is f invariant and determined up to a scalar by this latter property). Identify E^_p (resp. E^_p) with the corresponding weight space in
for all a, 6eU(g 
Remark. -Assume -Xet)* dominant. Then as noted in [5] (6.3), it follows from 3.1 (ii), 3.2, 3.4 (ii) that v| / induces a U module isomorphism of U (cQ/1^ onto L(-^,-X) and w^ identify these modules.
3.5. We require the following refinement of 3.4. Take -X e t)* dominant and w e W^. Suppose we have J e J (U (g)/!^) satisfying w^? ((^-w Xf, J) = 1, JM (w,, 9i) = M (u\ w K) and generated as a U module by its component of type Through the hypothesis JM (w^ K) = M (w^ w X), we have Im \|/ 7^ 0 and since J is generated as a U module by a I submodule of type (w^-w^w^)' it follows that Im\|/ = UL°(-t^wX, -w^X). Yet w^ is dominant and so by 3.1 (i) and 3.1 (iii), Im\|/ is isomorphic to the simple U module V(-w^, -K).
If K $ J, then \|/ (K) can have no component of type (K-w ^T and so is a strict submodule of V (-w K, -K). By 3.4 (i), this gives (i).
If J ¥ lu^x ? then ker \|/ = J n 1^^ by the simplicity of Im \|/. This gives (ii).
3.6. Fix ~'k e t)* dominant and regular. By [7] (Cor. 2 to Prop. 10), { 1^ : a e B^ }, is the set of smallest primitive ideals of U (^) strictly containing the minimal primitive ideal 1^=1^. We call then the almost minimal primitive ideals. Set 1^: == I^/I^. Take we^ and recall 3.
Since -X is dominant, M (^) is simple and so by 3. THEOREM. -For all weW^, aeB^:
is injective and coincides up to a scalar with Oy, (resp. 9'y,). In particular we can take Q^ to be 6y,;
The first part of (i) follows on taking a reduced decomposition of w and repeated application of the first part of [7] , Lemma 5 . Consider L(-wX, ~'k) as a submodule of U (g)/I^. Then as noted in [7] (Prop. 9), ^ (-w X, -K) is isomorphic as a U module to L(-^, -w^). This proves the second part of (i).
The proofs of the two parts of (ii) and (iii) are similar and we consider only L ( -w K, -X).
By (i) it suffices to reverse this inequality in the case when w = 1. By (i) and 3.1 (iii), V(-M\^, -^) identifies with a submodule of L (-?i, -^) and so by 3.4, there exists I e J (U (9)) such that I/I^ = v(--w^, -K) up to isomorphism. Yet 1^ is prime (in fact completely prime) and so by [2] (3.6), one has Dim U (g)/I < Dim U (g)/^. It follows from say [2] (5.5), that U (g)/I is too small to admit a subquotient isomorphic to I/I^. This proves (ii) .
We have seen that L (-^, -^) admits a submodule V isomorphic to V (-w^ K, -^). By [7] , Remark preceeding Proposition 12, L(-?i, -^) admits a unique simple submodule which must hence coincide with V. By (i), L (-w X, -X) admits just one simple submodule and this is necessarily isomorphic to V. Now let 9 be a U module homomorphism of L(-wX, -K) into L(-^, -X). If Im6 ^ 0, then it contains V. If ker 9 + 0, it contains a submodule isomorphic to V. Then (iii) follows from (ii) . (iv) follows from [7] (Lemme 5 and Proposition 10).
Remarks. -The assertions corresponding to (ii) and (iii) for Verma modules are wellknown [8] (7.6.6), and the proof of (ii) was inspired by the improved Borho-Jantzen proof of [8] (7.6.6). The way to obtain (iii) from (i) and (ii) was pointed out to me by Duflo.
HYPOTHESES 3.6
COROLLARY. -For each weW^, one has ^(-wX, -X) = L(-X, -wX), considered as submodules of U (c0/l^.
As remarked in [7] (Prop. 9), the above are isomorphic as U submodules of U (c0/l^. Hence the assertion follows from 3.4 and 3.6 (iii).
3.8. NOTATION and HYPOTHESES 3.6. Consider L(-X, -wK) as a two-sided ideal otU(9)/I,. 
Through the commutative diagram defined in 3.6, we obtain (i) from 3.6 (iii) and (ii) from 3.3, 3.4 and 3.6 (iii). Given w' ^ w, we obtain from 3.2 the injections M (k) c? M (w 'k) <^ M (w' X) and hence by restriction the homomorphisms
Clearly ©", © = ©",. and so © is injective by (i). This gives (iii).
3.9. Fix -^el)* dominant and regular. For each weW^, set LAnnV(-wX, -X)={aeU (9): (o®l)V(-wX, -X)==0,
In the notation of 1.6 taking ^==wX, we have LAnnV(--wX,-l)=I^ and RAnn V (-w X, -^) = 1^.. We set ^ = M;i K, ^ = w^K : w^ w^ e W^.
PROPOSITION. -For all w e W^ :
CT e £" } == X^ (Duflo [7] ). Recall the argument of [7] (Prop. 7). By 3.1 (i), (iii), V(-wK, -X) identifies with a submodule of L (-M\ w X, -u\ X) and then its orthogonal M in M (w^ w K) ® M (M\ X) is a proper submodule of the latter. Let M' be a submodule (not necessarily unique) of M(w^wX) ®M(t^X) containing M such that M'/M is simple. By 3.2, M'/M is isomorphic to L (w^ X) ® L (w^ X), for some w^ w^ e \\\ with w^ ^ w^ w. By duality this gives (i). (ii) follows from 1.4, 3.1 (i), 3.1 (ii) and 3.7. (iii) is just [7] (Prop. 9).
Remark, -By (ii), (iii) one has card X^ = card 2^, iff the Ann V (-aX, -X) : o-e Zâ re pairwise distinct (cf. 1.6 and 6.6).
The almost minimal primitive ideals
4.0. In this section we fix -Xel)* dominant and regular. For all aeB^, we set la ' ' = ^s^.l\ and 1^ : = ly,^/!^ (this latter notation is motivated by a conjecture of BorhoJantzen Hence by 3.2 and [15], 2.7 it follows that Dim U (9)/Ky, == card R-2 = DimU(9)/I^. Yet 1^ is a prime ideal and so by [2] (3.6), one has Ky, = 1^, as required.
For each w e W^, consider L (-w K, -X) as a U submodule of U (cQ/1^ (cf. 3.7)
. Recalling 3.9, choose w^ e W^ (not necessarily unique) such that L Ann V (-w X, -X) = ly,^. 4.10. Recalling 2.3, let a, P be distinct elements of B^ and suppose (a, a) ^ (P, P). Set k =-(a", P). 
LEMMA: (i) T,(wi)=B,, iffw= 1; (ii) B,\T, (w,) = { a e B, : I, L (-w ^ ~X) = L (-w ^ -?i) }. (i) follows from 4.3. (ii) follows from 3.1 (ii) which implies that L(-w'k, -^) has a unique maximal submodule and the quotient is isomorphic to V (-w 'k, -K).

Given
We show that T^(Wi) => B^\T^(w) (notation 4.8). If this is false choose a e B^\(T^ (w) u ^ (w^)).
Since a ^ T^ (w^), we obtain from 4.8 (ii) and (if) that Jy, <= 1^ Jy,, = Jy,. ^ and so by 4.9 (iii) that w ^ w' 5oc Yet a ^ T^ (w) and so by [10] , 3.1 (iii), we obtain 400=4(^+1 =4(0+2.
Further application of [10] , 3.1 (iii) and 3.1 (iv) gives 4 ( wf Sy) = 4 ( w ) and so w =w' 5' , This contradicts a^T^(w).
Through the above inclusion and 4.8 (i) it follows that there exists a^T^(w) with a^T^i). Set w" = w^. Then 4 (w") = 4(w)-l, so by 3.7, 3.8 (iii) and the induction hypothesis we obtain L(-w^, -X)<=J^. Then by 4.8 (ii) and 4.11, L(-w'k, -^) <= IO(JM," = J«,, which combined with (^) proves the required assertion.
(ii) follows from (i), 1.4 and 3.7. (iii) follows from (i), 3.7, 3.8, 4.9 (ii). (iv) follows from (i), 3.7, 3.8 (iii) and 4.9 (iii).
Remarks. -Necessity in (iv) also follows from 3.1 (iv) and [7] (Prop. 4). By 3.1 (ii) the embedding defined in 5.1 (iv) is unique. which gives the second part of (ii). By 3.1 (ii), any U module homomorphism of L(-X, -wK) into L(-w'X, -w'wX) is determined by its restriction to the lowest weight vector of the t-submodule L°(-^, -w^). Hence (iii) and (iv).
THEOREM. -For all weW^, one has
Remarks. -The importance of (iii) is that it gives a new way of representing the KunzeStein intertwining operators B(w', -X, -wX). Taking w' w = w^ and recalling the argument of 3.9, we see that (ii) implies 5.2 and is indeed a stronger result. Taking w = 1 in (iv), we recover [7] (Prop. 10) as a special case. It would be rather useful to establish equality in (i). For example this would give ker B (w\ -X, -w^) = J^f and a further application is noted in 7.1. It is part of a general question raised in [8] (Prob. 30). By 4.7 and the definition of J^,, it follows that L (-^, -w 'k) and J^' have the same radical. Again we note that 
It follows exactly as in [5] , 5.5 that \|/ is a U module isomorphism of L (L (w X), L (w K)) onto the subspace of all f finite elements of (L (w X) ® L (w X))* which further identifies with the subspace of all f finite elements of (M (w X) ® M (w A<)) 1 . This gives the required assertion. 
Set L == L (L (^ X), L (^ X)). By 3.1 (iv) and 5.6, L has finite length as a U module. Let V be one of its non-zero simple U subqaotients. Since t !^ L = 0, we obtain from 1.4 and 1.6 that LAnn V => 1^. This by 4.3 and the maximality of 1^ gives V = V(-X, -X) up to isomorphism. By 3.1 (iv) and 5.6, V(~X, -X) occurs with multiplicity at most once in L which is therefore itself a simple U module. Hence L = U (cQ/Iy,^ as required. -(A-+v) ) is independent of v e CB. , ", e. Hence by [7] , Prop. 10,1^, ^+v)/^+v is independent of v. By [10] , 4.3, this also holds when B' = { a } <= B and hence it is true for any subset B' of B satisfying 4.5 (iii). Conversely since we can always choose v e CB',^ such that B' = B^, the independence of 1^, ^+vA+v on v implies 4.5 (iii). This gives an independent proof of [7] , Proposition 12. By 4.5 (iii) and 4.12 it follows that L (w^ (X+v)) identifies with an induced module. Then by 5.6, L (L (w^ (X+v), w^ (X+v)) identifies with a principle series module and so as a I module is independent of v. Taking v so that B' = B^+Y the required assertion follows from 5.7.
The symmetric group
6.0. Theorem 5.2 is slightly unsatisfactory in the sense that the 1^ : w eW^ are not pairwise distinct. Here we recast this formula into a better form when W^ is of type A^_ i (that is when it is isomorphic to the symmetric group S^). We follow the notation of [10] (Sect. 7), briefly outlined below.
6.1. Let n be an integer > 0, ^ a partition of n and set | ^ | = n. Let St (i;) [resp. Yg (i;)] denote the set of standard (resp. Young) Tableaux of type ^. Given T e Yg (Q, let T 1 (resp. T,) : i = 1,2, ..., n, denote the columns (resp. rows) of T and m (T) the set of positive integers (assumed pairwise distinct) occurring in T. We recall that by definition m (T) = { 1, 2, ..., n} iff T e St (Q. Remark. -The above proof is different and shorter than Schensted's which uses induction on n. and since w^ = -1 (under the above hypothesis) this gives card X^ < card 5^ by 3.9 (iii). Consequently card {V(-w^, -^) :u?eW^} < card W^ and one can expect this to also hold if R^ admits a subsystem of type D^ or E^. Yet it is plausible that AnnV^w^-^^AnnV^w"" 1^, -^) if w 9^ w~1, holds in general. In case A,,-, i such a result would distinguish the {1^ : CT e 2^ } associated through 0 with standard Tableaux of the same form (i. e. defined by the same partition i;). Furthermore if CT = <3>~1 (A, A) with A e S t (^), then one expects that the zero variety of the graded ideal gr 1^ will admit a dense nilpotent orbit corresponding to ^ (cf. [I] , 5.9) and together these results would distinguish the { 1^ : <je2^ }. In [15] (4.2), when 9 itself is of type A^_i we have already shown that the zero variety ofgr 1^ has the expected dimension. This is an important and rather non-trivial application of our main result 5.2. It further allows us to classify X^ when card B^ = 3, [15] (Sect. 5). Finally we remark that Spaltenstein [12] has pointed out in case A,,_i that the Robinson map 0 can be viewed as the inverse of a map recently introduced by Steinberg in connection with the unipotent variety. The Steinberg map is defined without restriction on type; but in the general case there is a tantalizing distinction between this map and what would be required to generalize 6.5 for arbitrary W^.
is the set of non-zero U submodules of U (g)/I^. By 5.1 (i), (iv) and 7.3, these are pairwise distinct and satisfy the given inclusion relations. We show that each arrow defines a simple quotient. By 4.4 (i) and 4.5, la+Ip is the unique maximal submodule. By [7] (II), there exists a unique minimal submodule which by 5.3 (i) is L (-M\ ^ -^) and this by the argument of 7.3 (i) and 4.10 (iii) equals (I,, n Ip) 3 . By 7.3 and a, P interchange it suffices to prove simplicity for the arrows labelled 1, 2, 3. For 1, this follows from 7.2 and 4.4 (iii). Consider 2. By 3.1 (iv) and 3.4 any simple subquotient of !" Ip/(Ia n Ip) 2 is isomorphic to y(-wK,-'k) for some weW^. Taking 4.3 into account it follows from 7.2 that AnnV(-wX, -^)=ip®U (9) 
